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Larry 14kt yellow and white gold bangle with two dragon heads with 118 diamonds, emeralds, and
rubies. 

Approx. Dimensions:
The bangle has an inner diameter: of 59.7 mm x 53.6 mm ( longest x shortest).
The top width is 22.6 mm
The width at the bottom was measured at 13.2 m 
The goldsmith's work is excellent and first-class.
The piece of jewellery was made by hand.
The outer surface of the piece of jewellery has an elaborate engraved pattern.
The inside of the jewellery is highly polished. 
The jewellery was designed in two colours or bicolour. 
The closure is an elaborately manufactured box closure.
The closure is supplemented by a safety figure eight for further security. 

Weight: 84.28 grams in total 

Diamonds -
Quantity of stones: 118 
The cut of the diamonds is the octagonal cut, with 17 cut facets each.
Total carat weight: 1.60 carats
Colour: D/E
The purity of the diamonds is flawless (LC or IF), minimal to si, 1*P1. 

Emeralds -
Quantity: 4 
Cut: Round cabochon
Total Carat weight: 1.20 carats
The diameter of the coloured stones is 4.1 to 4.3 mm.
The commercial quality of the Emeralds is very high and of top quality. 

Rubies -
Quantity: 42
Cut: Round faceted
Total Carat weight: 2.80 carats
The diameter of the coloured stones is 2.2 to 2.6 mm.
The commercial quality of the rubies is very high and top quality. 

Condition: The bangle is pre-owned and in mint condition. 

Truly a legend of fine jewellery.The brand makes no compromise when it comes to the quality of the
diamonds and gemstones used in realizing its exquisite jewellery creations. 
Every piece Larry offers is of GIA standards. More so, every jewellery piece is handcrafted by veteran
artisans, and all finished products have to go through strict quality control processes to guarantee
optimal quality. 
Since its establishment in 1967, Larry Jewellery has never ceased to excel in creating remarkableone
of a kind jewellery collections by embracing its unsurpassed mastery in jewellery design,meticulous
gem-setting technique and by using only the highest-quality gemstones and diamonds.The brand’s
jewellery is diversified into three series; Classic & Elegant, Cosmo, and Wedding & Gifts.Thus
meeting all of Larry’s different customers’ unique tastes and to cater to the needs of diversecustomer
segments. Larry Jewellery has been a leader in the trend for fine jewellery in Asia for overhalf a
century.

Period 21st Century and Contemporary

Materials Gold

Main Gemstone Diamond

Carat for Gold 14 K

Antique ref: Larry two dragon head bangle


